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ABSTRACT

Medical Remote Monitoring needs human operator assis-
tance by smart information systems. Physiological and posi-
tion sensors give already numerous informations, but sound
classification can give interesting additional informations ab-
out the patient and may help to the decision-making. A Real-
Time implementation of a multichannel smart sound/speech
system is presented in this paper, it is capable in a first step
to detect and identify sound events in noisy conditions, in a
second step to classify it into speech or life sound. Accord-
ing to that result the third step is speech recognition or sound
classification. The multichannel sound processing allows us
to localize the sound in the apartment and to select appro-
priate signal segments for identification procedure. Recog-
nized sentences and classification results are sent to the medi-
cal remote monitoring application through Ethernet network.
The system is composed of several parallel tasks: detection
& channel selection, sound/speech classification, life sound
classification, speech recognition and graphical interface. The
event detection module is carried out for each channel in real
time. The classification modules are launched in a parallel
task. Speech Recognition is running as an independent appli-
cation on the same computer.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the required sensors capabilities are increased very
much: these sensors become more and more complex, the
digital signal processing being a crucial component of them.
The most difficult task in digital signal processing for sound
sensor is the extraction of high-level information from an one-
dimensional signal. The evolution of the man-machine inter-
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faces involves the development of sound sensors and their use
for speech or sound recognition.

The processed output signal of a sound sensor is frequently
an enhanced audio signal but it could be a series of different
types of sound information: words or speaker name in case
of speech, sound class in case of everyday life sounds, type
of noise and so on. Unlike the speech/speaker recognition
domain, there are only few studies in the sound class identifi-
cation field.

In this paper we describe the software implementation of
a multichannel smart sound/speech system:

• sounds are detected and identified between several pre-
defined sound classes,

• speech is analyzed and sentences are recognized.

This system is a part of a medical remote monitoring project
with the aim of detecting abnormal patient behaviour at home
in case of residential health care[1]. The medical monitor-
ing system not described in this article uses this sound system
and sensors to take its decision: medical sensors (oxymeter,
tensiometer, thermometer and actimeter), various sensors (in-
frared sensors and door contacts).

Each sound produced in the apartment is characteristic of:

• a patient’s activity: the patient is locking the door, ...

• the patient’s physiology: he is having a cough, ...

• a possible distress situation for the patient: a scream or
a glass breaking is suddenly appearing.

If the system has a good ability of classification for such sounds
[2], it will be possible to know if the patient is needing help.

In the same way, the speech said by the patient may give
precious information on the patient:

• a distress case: ”Help me!”, ”Doctor!”,

• a normal state: ”Coffee is cold!”, ”The door is open!”.

The input of the smart sound system is composed of data col-
lected by the means of 5 to 8 microphones (one per room).
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2. SYSTEM ORGANISATION

The general organisation of the software is shown in Figure
1. The sound/speech system and the speech recognition sys-
tem are running as independent applications on the same com-
puter, they are synchronized through a file exchange protocol.

For a real time working purpose, the sound/speech analy-
sis is divided in three modules : the graphical user interface,
the sound event detection for each sound channel and the gen-
eral sound analysis. The event detection has the highest prior-
ity and can not be interrupted because signal frames can never
be lost.

The extracted information is sent through the network us-
ing XML format and if it is needed, the recorded sound can be
transferred for latter analysis. Useful informations are: time
and date, name of the room, classification result (sound or
speech, class of the life sounds, recognized sentences).

Here is an example of results in case of speech recognition
in the kitchen, log. likelihood was -20.2 for ”No Speech”,
-17.2 for ”Speech”:

<appli:segmentation description="appli audio "
type="son">
<piece>Cuisine</piece>
<horodate>1-12-2005 a 15:19:20</horodate>
<resultat>parole</resultat>
<information>Probabilite de son=-20.2018, Proba
bilite de parole=-17.2258</information>
</appli:segmentation>
<appli:reconnaissance description="appli audio"
type="son">
<piece>Cuisine</piece>
<horodate>1-12-2005 a 15:19:20</horodate>
<resultat>un docteur vite</resultat>
</appli:reconnaissance>

Therefore the sound event was classified as”parole” (spe-
ech) and the recognized sentence was in French”un docteur
vite” (a doctor quickly).

3. SOUND SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The software is developed with LabWindows/CVI, including
card drivers. It is running on a single PC with 1Gb RAM, the
clock frequency of the mono-processor is 3 GHz. For sound
sample acquisition, low-level functions are used in order to
drive the card in real time. The detected events are saved
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Fig. 2. Real-Time Flow-Chart

temporarily on PC hard-disk. The sound part is composed
of 5 up to 8 HF microphones, an acquisition card (National
Instruments PCI-6034E) plugged in the PC what is in charge
with the sound/speech analysis software.

HF microphones (SENNHEISER eW500) are used be-
cause of their small dimensions and of their omnidirectional
characteristics. Each receiver (32MHz frequency band) is
connected to a channel of the acquisition card. Acquisition
card has 8 differential inputs and a maximal sampling rate of
200 ksamples/s. The sampling frequency was fixed at 16 kHz.
This value is usual in speech recognition.

4. REAL-TIME SOUND ARCHITECTURE

4.1. Acquisition and detection

The sound analysis system has been divided in three tasks as
shown in Figure 2.

The acquisition and detection modules are making up the
First Parallel Task. The first task modules are processed on
each channel in order to acquire and detect a sound event and
to extract it from signal flow. This task is initiated by an high
priority interrupt signal as soon as the active half buffer of
the acquisition card is full. At this time the other half buffer
is activated for acquisition, data of the 8 channels are copied
into memory and analysed by the detection module. In case
of simultaneous events and sound identification, they are all
analysed and the energy level is stored in the XML data for
later analysis.

There are many techniques for sound detection: energy
threshold, statistical model [3], energy processing [4] or wave-
let processing [5]. Unlike Fast Fourier Transform, Wavelet
Transform is well adapted to signals that have very localized
features in the time-frequency space. This transform is fre-
quently used for signal detection [6] and audio processing. A
wavelet based event detection algorithm has been proposed
[7]. We have chosen Daubechies wavelets with 6 vanishing
moments to compute DWT on windows of 2,048 samples.
The size of each half buffer used for acquiring the signal is
1,024 samples. After acquisition these data are stored in a
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circular buffer. The detection analysis is completed as soon
as 2 half buffers are stored in the circular buffer. The dyadic
properties of DWT and the analysis of wavelet trees of 32 mil-
liseconds each allows us a good time resolution to obtain start
and stop time of the signal event.

4.2. Graphical Interface

The graphical user interface is theSecond Parallel Task. It is
used for setting up the application and to display signal and
results on the screen as they are available (see Figure 3): chan-
nel calibration, wave visualisation, choice of features, detec-
tion/classification results and recognized sentences.

4.3. General Task

TheThird Parallel Taskhas the ability to send its results throu-
gh the network to the medical monitoring system in XML for-
mat. This task is receiving the extracted sound event (output
of First Parallel Task) and is composed of several modules in
charge of:

• Segmentation between ”Speech”and ”No Speech”: this
module aims to identify the kind of sound event be-
tween these 2 classes because further processings are
different. This module is extracting the acoustical fea-
tures from the recorded event (16 LFCC, Linear Fre-
quencies Cepstral Coefficients), then it is using a Gaus-
sian Mixture Model (GMM) method[8]. The training
step is not involved in this real-time application, the
corpus used for training is described in section 5. The
Gaussian model number is 24 and was chosen after
a BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion) study. LFCC
where chosen after statistical studies on the corpus (FDR,
Fisher Discriminant Ratio).

• Control of the Speech Recognizer : this module is ini-
tiated when sound was classified as speech. It is in
charge of sending a new file if there is no work in progr-
ess and in charge of reading the hypothesis answer. Only
one wave file can be processed at once.

• Classification of life sounds into 7 predefined classes :
this module is initiated when the sound event was clas-
sified as life sound, it aims to identify the event sound
between 7 classes which are useful for our application
(door lock, door slap, glass breaking, ringing phone,
step sounds, screams, dishes sounds). This module is
processing the acoustical features of the recorded event,
then it is using a GMM method like in the segmen-
tation module. The used features are 16 MFCC (Mel
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients), Zero Crossing Rate,
Roll-Off Point and Centroid; the number of Gaussian
models is 4. These values are different of the values
used in case of segmentation because of the differences
in the corresponding corpus.

5. TRAINING CORPUS

In order to train, to test and to validate the system we have
generated alife sound corpusand recorded an adaptedspeech
corpus. With these two corpus we have generated a noised
corpus with 4 signal to noise ratio (SNR=0dB, +10dB, +20dB,
+40dB), noise was recorded in our experimental test apart-
ment [9]. This noised corpus was used for evaluation of de-
tection and classification modules.

5.1. Life sound corpus

The everyday life sounds are divided into 7 classes related
to 2 categories:normalsounds related to an usual activity of
the patient (door clapping, phone ringing, step sounds, dishes
sounds, door lock),abnormalsounds related to a distress situ-
ation (breaking glasses, screams). This corpus contains record-
ings made at the CLIPS laboratory (15%), files of ”Sound
Scene Database in Real Acoustical Environment” [10] (70%)
and files from a commercial CD (15%). 20 types of sounds
were selected with 10 to 300 repetitions per type.

5.2. Speech corpus

This corpus has been recorded at the CLIPS laboratory by 21
speakers (11 men and 10 women) between 20 and 65 years
old. It is composed of 126 sentences in French: 66 are char-
acteristic of a normal situation for the patient: ”Bonjour”
(Hello), ”Où est le sel” (Where is the salt)... and 60 are dis-
tress sentences: ”Au secours” (Help), ”Un ḿedecin vite” (A
doctor quick)... This corpus has a total duration of 38 minutes
and is constituted by 2,646 audio files.

6. SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM

The autonomous Speech Recognition System RAPHAEL is
used [11]. The language model of this system is a medium
vocable statistical model (around 11,000 words). This model
is achieved through textual informations extracted from the



WEB as described by D. Vaufreydaz [12] and optimized for
the distress sentences of our corpus. The training of the acous-
tical models of RAPHAEL are made with large corpora re-
coded with a large number of French speakers.

The synchronisation with the sound/speech system is achi-
eved by a file exchange protocol. As soon the requested wave
file has been analysed by RAPHAEL, it is erased and the
found hypothesis is stored in a hypothesis file. An other wave
file may then be analysed.

7. EVALUATION AND FIRST RESULTS

The acquiring module was evaluated from Receiver Operating
Curves givingmissed detection rateas function offalse detec-
tion rate. The Equal Error Rate (EER) is 0% below +10dB of
SNR and 6.5% at 0dB. The segmentation between speech and
sound was evaluated with a ”cross-validation” protocol. The
Error Segmentation Rate is 5% below +10dB and 17% at 0dB.
The classification of the everyday life sounds was evaluated
with a ”leave one out protocol”. The Error Classification Rate
is 13% below +20dB, 27% at +10dB.

It is very important that key words related to a distress sit-
uation will be well recognized. The speech recognition sys-
tem has been evaluated with the sentences of 5 speakers of
our corpus (630 tests). For normal sentences and in 6% of
the cases, an unexpected distress key word is introduced by
the system and leads aFalse Sentence Alarm. For distress
sentences and in 16% of the cases, the distress key word is
not recognized and then missed: that leads aMissed Sentence
Alarm. It often occurs in isolated words like ”Äıe” (Ouch)
or ”SOS”or in French syntactically incorrect expressions like
”Ça va pas bien” (I am not feeling very well). The language
model has to be best optimized and the dictionary completed
to obtain lower error rate.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper we have presented the Real-Time implementa-
tion of a multichannel sound processing system which detects
sound events, identifies sounds among 7 predefined sound
classes and recognize French speech sentences in order to de-
tect distress key words. Thanks to the acquiring part of the
system, it can run on an operating system without real-time
capacity. It may be used under realistic condition with mod-
erate noise: +10dB SNR. This system as the ability of ex-
tracting new additional informations from sound which may
be very useful for the medical monitoring system to take a
decision in a distress case.
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